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cosmo consult delivers industry so-
lution	for	the	PlaSticS	and	chemical	
manufacturer

cc|process manufacturing built on Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV offers the process industry solu-
tion geared specifically for plastics processing 
and the manufacture of chemicals, paints and 
varnishes.

This solution supports business processes ran-
ging from sales through production with comple-
te integration with the finance system. 

cc| process manufacturing solution includes ma-
nagement and development of recipes, efficient 
production planning and sequencing, a quality 
management system as well as forward|reverse 
batch tracing and container management. The 
scope of delivery can be supplemented by an op-
tional management of hazardous goods and au-
tomotive module. An optional workflow module 
aids process design and documentation. 

Developed in close coordination with the indust-
ry, all functions represent proven best practices. 
Cosmo Consult solution for the process manu-
facturer provides scaleable process control and 

cc|Graphical ExtEnsion within Microsoft DynaMics naV
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standardized methods for smaller manufacturers 
to divisions of larger enterprises.

flexible	and	PreciSe	Production	con-
trol 

Production	structures

cc|process manufacturing offers extensive func-
tions for configuring production structures, for-
mulations, part lists and work schedules. 

All product details are registered in a view in ac-
cordance with the selected manufacturing tech-
nique. Production variants can also be created 
in accordance with required batch size and pa-
ckaging types.

recipes	and	part	lists	

Recipe parameters can be saved as percentages 
or fractions. Main recipes with additives are re-
calculated automatically. A use of part lists, e.g. 
for filling and packaging processes is also possi-
ble in conjunction with recipes. This provides a 
complete overview of production processes at 
one glance.

Work	schedule	

Every work cycle can be assigned the necessary 
operations involving raw materials, quality tests 
and tools. Throughput and setup times can be 
set in the system independently of work sche-
dules. This also applies to fixed production rate 
times like those for mixers and dryers.

functions

• Flexible Calculation with Lot Size omparison 
Concurrent Calculation and Post Calculation

• By Production
• Order Network
• Process-Oriented Bottling Function
• Tool and Insert Management
• Batch Tracking
• Trading Unit Management
• Production Variants
• Maintenance-|setup Job
• Maintenance Module
• Planning Coordination
• Sales, Purchase and Manufacturing Toleran-

ces
• returnable container Management
• Delivery tolerance
• Incorporation
• Regranulation

Sequencing

Taking into account freely definable planning pa-
rameters, the integrated sequencer can be used 
to minimize setup times while optimizing utiliza-
tion and transparency of production processes.
Displays of the order network across processes 
and departments permit early identification of 
faults such as inadequate raw materials or mac-
ne capacities. These control mechanisms make it 
possible to optimize adherence to delivery dead-

PRODUCTION STRUCTURE
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lines and minimize the size of warehouse inven-
tories. At the heart of the optimization system is 
a machine occupancy schedule permitting direct 
assignments of machines and representations of 
entire production lines. Orders can easily be split 
if required, moved to a different machine and re
-scheduled. Throughput times, tools (cavities, 
cycle times and quantities, approach and setup 
times) and operating resources are considered 
automatically in this process. A simple function 
permits similar orders to be grouped together.
cc|process manufacturing also contains inter-
faces to external graphic programs.

maintenance	and	setup	jobs

Setup jobs are created directly from a setup ma-
trix containing information on changing article 
groups, articles and tools. Setup jobs can be as-
signed to production orders wherever necessary. 
Freely definable production processes in the sys-
tem permit easy and quick distribution, separati-
on or grouping of the required production tasks.
In parallel with productioprocesses, the system 
permits a comparison of tool setup times.

SEqUENCE PLANNINg

material	inventory	checks

During scheduling and sequencing, you can 
quickly check whether a particular material is in 
stock and which measures, if any, are required.

calculations	

In addition to production planning functions, 
our targeted industrial solution offers calculati-
on templates that can be supplemented by the 
user‘s own. You can decide which values may be 
modified in the calculations and which cost rates 
– whether as percentages or flat rates – are to 
be considered on a regular basis. Cost optimizati-
on can be performed here according to product, 
customer or machine. 

Bar chart

priority planninG
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batch	management	from	PurchaSe	to	
delivery 

batch	management

cc|process manufacturing module ensures con-
tinuous batch management. A central informa-
tion window permits navigation throughout the 
system and branching to any required individual 
document: The batch tracing mechanism
provides an overview of the production and 
supply chain. It permits an immediate ascertain-
ment of batch recipients as well as production 
raw materials and their suppliers.

container	structure,	fillings	and	basic	pro-
ducts

Several product structures can be displayed in 
one or across more articles. In addition, filling 
and re-filling orders can be created automatically 
or relayed to the responsible departments. The 
container management section permits an ad-
ministration of batches down to individual units 
and even fractions thereof.

release	of	batches	and	containers

LOT SIzE CALCULATION MATRIx

Batches and containers can be released, barred 
or assigned another pre-defined status on an in-
dividual basis. For instance, all inventories due 
to expire in the next three months can be ear-
marked for inspection. 

automatic	batch	number

The system can assign batch numbers automati-
cally according to pre-defined rules. Furthermo-
re, the batch numbers of batch-specific products 
can be handed down automatically to subse-
quent batches forming part of manufacturing, 
filling or packaging processes.

Convenient functions for filling and cutting fini-
shed products are integrated into the batch and 
serial number management system. Packaging 

itEM tracinG

TRADINg UNIT MANAgEMENT
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material and storage aids can be allocated as re-
quired, even within individual deliveries. An in-
tegrated management system for loaned contai-
ners provides a continual overview of inventory, 
circulation and demand.

Quality	management	ranging	from	‘simple’	
to	‘complex’

Available in several extension stages, the quality 
management system forming part of cc|process 
manufacturing permits early identification of 
faults and deficiencies to assure delivery of per-
fect products.

Quality	status	and	checklists

A status can be freely allocated to each product 
and redefined as required. For each status, it is 
possible to set actions preventing, for instance, 
delivery to the customer or use in production. 
Barred products can be removed from calculati-
ons of requirements.

query templates and possible responses can be 
integrated into every process stage. Templates 
also serving as checklists permit easy documen-
tation of standard tests. Upper and lower limits 
for measurement values can be managed and
compared with test results. Reports expedite a 
general overview of results.

 

 

cc|quality	management

An optional module permits full integration of 
more detailed quality management functions 
including management of test instruments and 
methods, automatic creation of test schedules 
according to article or supplier, as well as sup-
plier evaluation.

tool	management

Tool management is indispensable, particularly 
for the plastics processing industry. Our industry 
solution covers machine operations, tool utiliza-
tion, deployment as well as tool repository ma-
nagement. Saved formulae account for all data
required for production planning and calculations 
of production costs – even in the event of a tool 
change. Tools and deployments can be tagged 
with amortization and order details; checklists 
for tool deployment, changes and maintenance
can be saved in a manner similar to quality con-
trol procedures.

qUALITY CONTROLL TEMPLATE
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flexible	responses	and	optimized	tech-
niques

Our tools allow you to respond flexibly to diffe-
rent situations!
• planning Dimensions
• Calculations
• Splitting of Production Orders
• Combining of Production Orders
• Data Control and Alerts
• Production Processes
• Work group Utilization Levels
• Overview of Setup Times
• Staff Requirement Matrix
• Production Calendar
• Planning Chart and Control Center Linkage
• Records of Delayed Deliveries
• component availability
• Order Network

FIg. 10: TOOL WORk CENTER CARD

research	&	development:	‘from	idea	to	
reality’

Entire processes starting with an idea (or custo-
mer specification) and ending in a final product 
can be managed in Cosmo Consult`s process so-
lution. Without having to create all the involved
articles, you can compare formulations, perform 
calculations, record hypotheses and prepare pro-
duction orders while accounting for purchase re-
quirements. For instance, it is possible to specify 
data as percentage weight or percentage volume 
and calculate density. An integrated system for
managing hazardous goods permits direct access 
to a materials database. Sample deliveries can 
be performed even without having to create ar-
ticles. Finally, all process steps can be subjected 
to a cost analysis to ascertain a new product‘s 
profitability.

maintenance	templates	and	orders

cc|process manufacturing comes with an in-
ternal maintenance module for monitoring and 
executing maintenance orders. Users can pre-
pare maintenance templates and define main-
tenance intervals. You can have maintenance 
orders created automatically, in addition to per-
forming unscheduled maintenance tasks at any 
time. Maintenance plans can take into account 
requirements for time, materials and external 
resources. Planned shutdown periods can be co-
ordinated with production schedules in an over-
view.

graphical	extension	for	sequencing

Incorporating all the functions of cc|process ma-
nufacturing, cc|graphical extension makes
for more transparent visualization of data using 
different colors.cc|Graphical ExtEnsion within Microsoft DynaMics naV
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graphical control on complex data assists in sim-
plifying data analysis to support key business de-
cisions.

optional	modules

Especially in the field of process manufacture, 
Cosmo Consult offers a variety of optional mo-
dules proving highly practical for the business 
transactions involved:

• Hazardous Substances Management
• graphic Control Center
• Workflow
• Enhanced quality Management
• Automotive Center
• Mobile Barcode Scanner
• .. and much more
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Berlin
COSMO CONSULT Ag (Holding)
Schöneberger Straße 15
10963 Berlin
Fon +49(0)  30| 34 38 15 - 0
Fax +49(0)   30| 34 38 15 - 111
www.cosmoconsult.com
Info@cosmoconsult.com

berlin	 dreSden	 hamburg	 mÜnSter

COSMO CONSULT gmbH COSMO CONSULT gmbH COSMO CONSULT gmbH COSMO CONSULT gmbH
Schöneberger Straße 15 Am Brauhaus 12 Friesenweg 2a Von-Steuben-Straße 10|12
10963 Berlin 01099 Dresden 22763 Hamburg 48143 Münster
Fon +49(0)  30| 34 38 15 - 0 Fon +49(0) 351| 81 13 07 - 0 Fon +49(0) 40 | 7 34 42 05 - 0 Fon +49(0) 251| 20 83 95 - 00
Fax +49(0)   30| 34 38 15 - 111 Fax +49(0) 351 | 81 13 07 - 10 Fax +49(0) 40 | 73 44 205 - 10 Fax +49(0) 251| 20 83 95 - 01
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berlin@cosmoconsult.com dresden@cosmoconsult.com hamburg@cosmoconsult.com muenster@cosmoconsult.com

nÜrnberg	 nÜrnberg	 Stuttgart	 WÜrZburg

COSMO CONSULT gmbH COSMO CONSULT  SI gmbH COSMO CONSULT gmbH COSMO CONSULT BI gmbH (ehemals CBS gmbH)
Neumeyerstraße 30 Neumeyerstraße 30 konrad-zuse-Platz 1 Wörthstraße 15
90411 Nürnberg 90411 Nürnberg 71034 Böblingen  97082 Würzburg 
Fon +49(0) 911| 43 07 39 - 0 Fon +49(0) 911| 43 07 39 - 0 Fon +49(0) 7031| 30 69 73-130 Fon +49(0) 931| 304 18 40 - 0
Fax +49(0) 911| 43 07 39 - 100 Fax +49(0) 911| 43 07 39 - 100 Fax +49(0) 7031| 30 69 73-134 Fax +49(0) 931| 304 18 40 - 30
www.cosmoconsult.com www.cosmoconsult.com www.cosmoconsult.com www.cosmoconsult.com
muenster@cosmoconsult.com nuernberg@cosmoconsult.com stuttgart@cosmoconsult.com wuerzburg@cosmoconsult.com


